SCHOLAR & FAMILY
POLICIES

ENROLLMENT PREFERENCES
DPA participates in the My School DC lottery process and will use the common timeline and lottery for
enrollment. If the number of applications exceeds the number of spaces available, a lottery is held to
determine the order in which scholars are offered seats.
Per the District of Columbia School Reform Act, DPA recognizes two lottery preferences during the open
enrollment period: (1) siblings of current DPA scholars (scholars who share a biological parent with a DPA
scholar enrolled during the 2018 – 2019 school year), and (2) siblings of scholars who were offered a
lottery or waitlist spot for the upcoming school year.
Scholars applying after the open enrollment period will be added to the waitlist on a first-come first-served
basis. For more information regarding My School DC, visit http://www.myschooldc.org/.
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ATTENDANCE POLICY
Daily and timely attendance is critical to Digital Pioneers Academy achieving the goal it has for both
scholars and community. Scholars are expected to attend school every day that school is in session.
Additionally, Scholars are expected to be on time every day. DPA defines an absence as the following:
● A day in which a scholar does not arrive at school at all
● Scholars arriving to school after 11am
● Scholars departing school (and not returning) before 2:30pm
Because daily attendance is critical to the success of the school but also a legal obligation to the city,
DPA does have serious consequences for scholars who are frequently absent. While understanding that
both sickness, emergencies, bereavement, and other reasons apply to scholar absences, it is critical that
scholars put their best efforts into being at school daily. The following are consequences for excessive
absences from school:
● If a scholar has 3 or more unexcused absences during scholar orientation (the first 8 days of
school), a meeting with the scholar’s family will be required immediately to discuss expectations.
● Scholars who reach 5 absences during one quarter, or 8 absences during the year, may be
required to complete an attendance recovery plan, a plan intended to make up learning time
missed while out of school.
● If a scholar has 10 or more unexcused absences (consecutive or nonconsecutive), DPA will
report the absences to Child and Family Services.
● If a scholar has 20 or more consecutive unexcused absences, DPA will take the following action:
o The scholar may be unenrolled;
o Attendance data will be reported to Court Social Services and/or the OAG Juvenile
Division and Child and Family Services;
o Retention (repeating a grade) will be considered and the absences may be the primary
reason for retention regardless of academic performance.
How and When to Report Absences: Parents need to report all absences to the school’s Operations
Manager as soon as the need for absence is known. Additional information will be required for the
absence to be excused (see below). If we do not receive notification of the absence in advance, we may
call parents to determine the reason for an absence. All documentation of excused absences must be
received no later than 5 days following the absence. If documentation is not received in the appropriate
timeframe, the absence will be considered unexcused. Documentation should be sent to
mainoffice@digitalpioneersacademy.org.
What Digital Pioneers Academy Considers an Excused Absence: DPA makes exceptions for
absences based on circumstances and available documentation. See the below list for excusable
absences. All absences will be reported as unexcused absences unless the school receives the following
documentation within 5 days of the absence:
● For single day absences due to illness, DPA will accept a direct contact from the parent excusing
the scholar for up to 3 total absences after which a doctor’s note will be required.
● For illnesses lasting longer than a single day, or for scholars with more than 3 total absences a
doctor’s note is required.
● For regularly scheduled doctor, dentist, or other medical appointments, scholars are only excused
for the duration of the appointment and the necessary travel time. Parents must request scholar
releases with the scheduled time of the appointment prior to pickup.
● Religious holidays as communicated to the school by parents.
● Parent note indicating there is a family funeral – the child will be excused for the day of the
funeral.
● Advance written notice to the Principal indicating that scholar will be visiting their parent or legal
guardian, who is in the military;immediately before, during or after deployment.
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●

●

Parent note indicating there is a family emergency – emergencies include house fires, house
floods, or incidents of violence in the home. An emergency is defined by the presence of an
emergency response team (fire, ambulance, police, CPS, etc), unexpected hospitalization of a
family member, or unexpected loss of a family member.
Court documents mandating a court appearance – the child will be excused only for the day(s)
indicated on the court documents.

Long Term Absences: If your child will be absent for a week or more please contact the office and
teachers immediately to make arrangements for assignment completion and to provide adequate time for
teachers to plan and prepare for accommodations. Teachers will put forth a reasonable effort to support
scholar learning while away or allow for makeup work. DPA does not provide homebound instruction to
scholars.
Late Arrivals, Early Dismissals & Appointments: If a scholar has a medical or dental appointment or a
family emergency, requiring the parent or guardian to come to school requesting an early dismissal, the
family should call the operations manager, use one of the school approved messaging systems. All early
dismissals are made from the office, not from the classroom. Parents are required to sign-out scholars
in-person from the office. The school will not send scholars to waiting or parked cars;parents must come
into the office and present identification to the office manager prior to a scholar being released. A scholar
will be dismissed early only to a parent or other properly authorized and identified adult. A letter from the
parent or guardian properly identifying another adult whom you authorize to pick up your child is required.
For appointments occurring prior to 11:00am or after 2:30pm, DPA will only authorize scholar leave for
the duration of the appointment and time allotted for transportation to and from the appointment. For
example, if a scholar leaves school at 12pm for a two-hour appointment with 30 minutes of travel, they
are expected to return to school that day.
Recovering Missed Work Because of Absence(s): Scholars are expected to make up all work or
learning missed as a consequence of absences, excused or unexcused. Teachers will use their discretion
in creating policies for when work must be recovered due to absences. Scholars will be expected to
complete missed work by the deadline imposed by the teacher’s own policy. For example, if the Computer
Science teacher requires that all missed work due to absence be submitted 72 hours after the absence,
the scholar must abide by that teacher’s policy in order to gain credit for that material.
Assignment Deadlines on Day of Absence: Teachers may impose a policy for work due on the date of
the absence. Given DPA’s digital nature, it is reasonable enough for a teacher to require that work due on
a date of absence from a scholar still be submitted by the submission deadline. For example, if an
assignment is due in Computer Science and a scholar is absent on that day, it is reasonable that a
teacher still requires that material to be submitted electronically. It is the teacher’s discretion to determine
when and how scholars submit those materials.
Tardiness: Timely arrival to school and to each individual class is key to the success of our school and
each scholar. Late arrivals are distracting to scholars who are on time and incur a loss of learning for the
scholar who is late. At DPA, learning begins the moment a scholar enters the building and into each of
their classrooms. Obtaining the goals of our school and the ambitious outcomes of our curriculum means
that learning will always be the urgent priority at our school. Tardiness and its resulting distraction greatly
limit our ability to achieve those goals. DPA will work with scholars towards habits of timeliness as it is
critical to their college and career readiness. Tardiness is defined by a scholar arriving to class later than 
the allotted start time. For SY2020-21 Remote School and as long as DPA has remote learning
measures, scholars must be seated in their first session class (if in-person) or be logged into their Zoom
classroom with their uniform and video on by the first class each morning.
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DISCIPLINE POLICY

DEAN INTERVENTIONS
Deans support classes in two primary ways: resets and removals. We use resets within the classroom or
right outside the door to keep small things small and address issues that are not causing a safety concern
to scholars or the classroom learning environment. We use removals to keep the learning environment
safe from egregious or sustained unprofessional behavior.
In 99% of situations, we will try and fix early, fix small and avoid an escalated situation by having a dean
“push in” BEFORE the scholar needs to be sent out of class. We will try and solve the problem as early
as possible and try to keep scholars in class, but we are not lowering our standards for how scholars
should behave or what is unacceptable in our classrooms.
Restorative Cycle
If a scholar is removed from their class, they will be required to process their behavior through a reflection
to be completed in the Restore and Reboot Center (RRC). Once a scholar has been sent to the RRC, it is
imperative that they complete a full, thoughtful and complete reflection of their behavior and are able to
close the loop with the referring staff member before returning to class. If the process is not followed with
fidelity then it quickly loses its effectiveness for scholars and creates rifs in expectations between adults
that leads to inconsistent school culture. Please see the DPA Culture Manual for a detailed description of
the entire process.
Additional Interventions/Consequences
If there has been a larger behavior infraction, the dean will propose a consequence to a school leader.
Once finalized, the dean communicates additional requirements / consequences to the scholar (in
person), teachers (via email) and the family (by phone) within two hours.
Progression of Consequences
When issuing consequences to scholars, the progression at which they occur matters significantly to our
scholars. The goal of consequences is to fix the behavior with minimal disruption to class. We are not
seeking to implement severe punishments, but rather consequences that are proximate to the action, so
scholars connect their misbehavior with a logical consequence.
Deductions & Unprofessionals
● Earned if there is a trend of not meeting sustained expectations (Teacher is using a lot Least
Invasives to no discernible effect)
● Earned for not meeting clearly defined default or directed expectations
Detention
● Earned any time a scholar earns 3 Unprofessionals during the day or earns an “Automatic
Detention” for slightly more serious (but not referable) behavior
Dean Intervention
Note: We should employ the use of No-nonsense nurturer strategies to intervene with the scholar
before the need for a dean intervention arises.
● Dean is called to support in either a reset or a removal
● See chart in section above for more guidance
In School Suspension (ISS)
● Occurs when certain behaviors warrant more severe consequences
● Scholars remain in the RRC and have access to all curriculum and materials
OSS
● Reserved for the most severe infractions
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●

Scholars are removed from school for a period of 1-5 days
Scholars must have a meeting to re-enter school

IN-SCHOOL DISCIPLINARY CONSEQUENCES
In-school disciplinary consequences can include, but are not limited to:
● Behavior Plan
● Behavior/Academic Contract
● Community Conferencing/Restorative Justice
● Conference-Parent, Scholar, Counselor, Teacher, and/or Administrator
● Detention-Before or After School, During Lunch
● Homeroom Change
● Loss of Incentives
● Lunch Detention
● Office Visit
● Parent/Guardian Shadowing
● Peer Mediation
● Phone Call to Parent/Guardian
● Reboot and Restore Center (RRC)
● Reflective Essay (topic to be selected by teacher or administrator)
● Reprimands and Warnings
● Restriction of Participation in After School and/or Extracurricular Activities
● In-School Suspensions
OUT-OF-SCHOOL DISCIPLINARY CONSEQUENCES
DPA uses short and long-term out-of-school suspensions and expulsions as a last resort for egregious
violations of its Culture Manual. It is within the sole discretion of the school leadership team, including
Principal, an Assistant Principal or Grade Level Lead, and/or a Dean of Social Emotional Learning, to
implement out-of-school disciplinary consequences for these violations.
SUSPENSIONS & EXPULSIONS
A suspension prohibits a scholar from attending school and taking part in any school function for up to
and including five days. An expulsion permanently prohibits a scholar from attending school and taking
part in any school function.
When a scholar commits an infraction that is eligible for a suspension or expulsion, the school leadership
team will timely:
1. Inform the scholar of the infraction.
2. Conduct a thorough investigation.
a. Investigations may include but are not limited to (i) gathering statements from the scholar
involved and any other individual(s) with knowledge of the incident, (ii) determining the
accuracy of the infraction(s) based on this information, and (iii) searching a scholar’s
locker, desk, bag, etc. if potentially relevant to the incident.
3. Communicate the decision.
Once the investigation is complete, the school leadership team will review the evidence, make a
decision about the incident in question using a substantial evidence standard of proof, and timely (i)
inform the scholar of the short-suspension and the reason(s) for the disciplinary action and (ii) notify
the parent/guardian by—
● Communicating the decision to them directly via telephone or in-person.
● Sending a Notice of Disciplinary Action, by the end of the school day when possible, that
● includes:
○ The length of the suspension.
○ The scholar’s right to return to school at the end of the suspension.
○ The right to appeal and information regarding DPA’s appeal procedures.
○ If it is not possible to provide written notification by the end of the school day, DPA will
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arrange for notification to be emailed within 24 hours.
4. Include a copy of this notification in the scholar’s cumulative file.
APPEALING SUSPENSIONS & EXPULSIONS
The appeal process is as follows:
1. Submit request to appeal in writing.
● Parents/guardians of DPA scholars must submit a written request to appeal the
disciplinary decision to a member of the school leadership team within one school day of
being notified of the suspension.
2. Schedule appeal hearing.
● A member of the school leadership team will attempt to schedule the Appeal Hearing
within two days of receiving the written request to appeal. If the parent/guardian fails to
appear for the scheduled Appeal Hearing, the right to appeal is waived, and the original
disciplinary decision will stand.
3. Conduct appeal hearing.
● A member of the school leadership team will conduct the Appeal Hearing, which may
include the presentation of evidence, testimony, and questioning of those present.
● The scholar subject to suspension, parents/guardians and one additional adult may
represent the scholar at the hearing.
● Requests to appoint a third-party individual to attend the hearing in the parent/guardian’s
absence must be submitted in writing no less than 24 hours before the hearing.
● Appeal Hearings are closed to the public, cannot be video recorded under any
circumstances, and can only be audio recorded as required to provide accommodations
pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.
○ Requests to audio record an Appeal Hearing must be submitted to a member of
the school leadership team no less than 48 hours before to the hearing.
○ During the Appeal Hearing, a school staff member may take shorthand notes, a
copy of which will be provided to the parent/guardian at the conclusion of the
hearing.
4. Communicate final decision.
● After the Appeal Hearing, a member of the school leadership team (who was not involved
in the original discipline decision) will (i) review the evidence, (ii) apply an arbitrary and
capricious standard of review when determining whether to uphold or overturn the initial
decision, and (iii) communicate the final decision within three school days to the
parent/guardian.
● If the suspension is overturned, the scholar’s cumulative record and any other
school-maintained records will reflect that conclusion.

SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION
Suspension days shall be counted as follows:
● If the scholar is suspended before 12:00 PM, that day shall be counted as a part of the
suspension.
● The suspension terminates at 12:00 AM on the day identified as the last day of suspension on the
Notice of Disciplinary Action letter.
● Days when school is officially closed shall not to be counted as part of the suspension time (e.g.
holidays, parent/teacher conferences).
If a Discipline or Appeal Hearing is postponed for any reason, the additional days the scholar remained
out of school will be taken into consideration when determining the hearing outcome.
● If a parent/guardian prevents their scholar from returning to school once a suspension is
complete and does not provide a valid excuse pursuant to DPA’s Attendance Policy, those
absences will be recorded unexcused.
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School staff will work with families to develop a plan for continued education to ensure scholars are
provided with make-up classwork during out of school suspensions. Upon returning to school, scholars
will also have the opportunity to complete classwork missed during out of school suspensions.
Scholars who are suspended from school shall not be eligible to participate in any school functions and
are prohibited from being on DPA property for the duration of the suspension. Scholars who are expelled
from school are permanently barred from participating in school functions and/or being on DPA property,
even as a spectator or visitor.
DUE PROCESS PROCEDURES FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
A Manifestation Determination Review (MDR) is an important discipline procedure under the IDEA. At
Digital Pioneers Academy, the IEP team examines the relationship between a students disability and
his/her misconduct. An MDR must occur when the team proposes to take specified serious disciplinary
actions.
Within 10 school days of any decision to change the placement of a student with a disability because of a
violation of a code of student conduct, the LEA, the parent, and the relevant members of the students
IEP Team must review all relevant information in the students file, including the IEP, any teacher
observations, suspension records, and any relevant information provided by the parents to determine If
the conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial relationship to, the students
disability; or if the conduct in question was the direct result of the LEA’s failure to implement the IEP.
If it is determined that the scholar’s behavior is a manifestation of the scholar’s disability, the
scholar—absent extenuating circumstances—will receive consequences consistent with 34 CFR §
300.530(f), including the return of the scholar to the educational placement as appropriate. The IEP
Team will either: 1. Conduct a functional behavioral assessment, unless the LEA had conducted a
functional behavioral assessment before the behavior that resulted in the change of placement occurred,
and implement a behavioral intervention plan for the student ; or 2. If a behavioral intervention plan
already has been developed, review the behavioral intervention plan, and modify it, as necessary, to
address the behavior, and return the student to the placement from which the he/she was removed,
unless the parent and the LEA agree to a change of placement as part of the modification of the
behavioral intervention plan or IEP.
If the team determined that the conduct was not a manifestation of the students disability, the disciplinary
action may be applied with the provision that the LEA must continue to provide a Free Appropriate
Public Education (FAPE). If a scholar with a disability is suspended, DPA will make up specialized
instruction and related services following that scholar’s suspension, consistent with 34 CFR §300.530(d),
and, if necessary, provide services at its administrative offices following that scholar’s expulsion,
pending their enrollment in another public agency.

INFRACTIONS & SAFETY VIOLATIONS
The following infractions will be addressed with urgency. Violations in this category make it difficult for
learning to proceed as successfully as it did before the violation occurred. These infractions may result in
immediate removal from class, referral to the Reboot and Restore Center (RRC), out of school
suspension, recommendation for a parent meeting, a disciplinary conference or, in rare cases, an
expulsion hearing. A school leader, including Principal, Assistant Principals or Grade Level Leads, and/or
Dean of Social Emotional Learning, may determine additional consequences or interventions (in addition
to or in lieu of referral to the Restorative Center or out of school suspension) for scholars involved in
safety violations. Scholars may not be allowed to ride the school bus, participate in co-curricular activities
or attend any and all DPA sponsored functions. Scholars may be encouraged to participate in restorative
repair actions.
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Infraction

Definition

Corrective Action

Cultural Violation

• Not following geographic directions
• Showing disrespect to others combined with failing to
reflect and respond appropriately to correction
• Disrupting learning of others in the classroom or hallway
combined with failing to reflect and respond appropriately to
correction
• Saying or doing things that make others feel unsafe
• Being negative about oneself, the school or others and not
responding to redirection
• Refusing to work in class after being redirected multiple
times

Reset in RRC and return to class

Failure to serve
• Scholar has a cell phone or device visibly on and/or
assigned consequence/
audible: Teacher requests confiscation of phone and the
turn in electronic
scholar refuses.
devices (cell phones)

See cell phone policy for more
details. Scholar may be assigned to
Restorative Center

Destruction of property

• Vandalism, graffiti or damage to the building or another
person’s property.

Referral to RRC - Minimum 1 day
removal from classes

Obscene behavior

• Engaging in behavior of a sexual nature including
consensual sexual activity at school or a school function and Referral to RRC - Minimum 1 day
possession of sexual images in any form (e.g., computer,
removal from classes
book, magazine, phone, drawing, etc.)

Hate speech

• Using language that undermines the dignity of a race,
sexual orientation, religion, ethnic background,
exceptionality, etc.

Bullying/harassment

• Unwanted or repeated written, verbal, or physical behavior,
Referral to RRC- Minimum 1 day
including any threatening, insulting, or dehumanizing
removal from classes
gesture. See “Bullying” section of handbook for more details.

Cyber bullying

• Unwanted or repeated written, verbal, or physical behavior,
including any threatening, insulting, or dehumanizing gesture
Referral to RRC - Minimum 1 day
through any use of technology. Cyber bullying can occur on
removal from classes
or off school property. See “Bullying” section of handbook for
more details.

Referral to RRC - Minimum 1 day
removal from classes

Removal from class with possible
reflection and reset or full day
depending on the circumstances.
School leaders of deans will
conference with the scholar, identify
the challenge, and come up with
steps to ensure scholar can be
successful in classes.

Leaving campus during
school hours

• Leaving campus during school hours and/or attempting to
leave and return to campus.

Tobacco

• Using or possessing tobacco on campus, the school bus or Referral to RRC - Minimum 1 day
at any school function.
removal from classes

Lighter/ Matches
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• Using or possessing tobacco or a lighter on campus, the
school bus, or at any school function.

Contraband will be confiscated.
Scholar will have a restorative
conversation with school leader
(principal/dean) if possession only,
then be allowed to attend class if it
is his/her first offense. If it is the
scholar's second offense or if
he/she used the item the scholar
will be referred to RRC for further
action.

Trespassing

• Unauthorized entering onto school property without
permission. Or, when an individual who has been given prior
notice that entry onto or use of the property has been
denied, or who remains on the property once notified of the
request to leave does not. This includes unauthorized
presence of a scholar on school property while on a
restrictive access, suspension, or expulsion.

Sexual harassment or
assault

• Intimidation, bullying, or coercion of a sexual nature.
Sexual contact or behavior that occurs without the explicit
consent of the recipient.

Referral to RRC - Minimum 2 day
removal from classes. Sexual
assault will result in
recommendation for expulsion.

Theft/stealing

• Theft or stealing (property valued over $500.00 is greater
penalty)

Referral to RRCr- Minimum 2 day
removal from classes.

Alcohol

• Possessing alcoholic beverages on campus or at a school
function.

Referral to RRC- Minimum 3-day
removal from classes. Required
parent meeting. Required
drug/alcohol counseling.

False alarm

• Pulls fire alarm / bomb threat/ discharging a fire
extinguisher.

Referral to RRCr- Minimum 3-day
removal from classes. Required
parent meeting.

Arson

Police- Expulsion filed. If scholar is
released from police custody, he or
she will be referred to RRCr or to an
• Intentional damage to property by any explosive substance
out-of-school suspension for a
or setting fire to any property.
minimum of 5 school days or until
expulsion hearing outcome is
determined.

Removal from campus and possible
referral to RRC upon return to
school. Police notification if
individual refuses to leave the
school property

Threatening

• Threatening a scholar or adult member of the community
(e.g. "If you __ then I'll ___").

Removal from class with possible
reflection and reset or 1-2 day
removal from classes depending on
the circumstances. A school
leader/dean will conference with the
scholar, complete a cool down plan,
identify the challenge and come up
with steps to ensure the safety of all
parties.

Verbally or physically
inciting violence

• A verbal altercation where a scholar is trying to physically
fight another person and has to be restrained/held back to
ensure the safety of others/or self.
• Encouraging others to fight (pushing another person into a
fight) or “bumping” someone in passing to provoke a fight
OR a situation where a fight is going to happen or is
happening and a scholar runs toward it and does not seek
help or tell the scholars to stop.
• Collegiate Baton Rouge takes seriously the actions of
those who stand by to watch a fight or encourage it with
words or gestures. Such actions are labeled inciting
violence. The acceptable actions in the vicinity of a fight are:
1) telling the participants to stop and/or 2) getting an adult to
help. Any other response is considered inciting violence.

Referral to RRC- Minimum 1 day
removal from classes. A school
leader/dean will conference with the
scholar, identify the challenge and
come up with steps to ensure
scholar can safely return to classes.
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Verbal altercation

• Verbal arguments between two or more members of the
community.

Removal from class with possible
reflection and reset or 1-2 day
removal from classes depending on
the circumstances. A school
leader/dean will conference with the
scholar, complete a cool down plan,
identify the challenge and come up
with steps to ensure the safety of all
parties.

Fighting or unwanted
physical contact

• Included but not limited to: fighting with physical contact
outside of classroom or in the parking lot; fighting with
physical contact in the classroom or cafeteria; fighting with
physical contact on the bus or at any other school function
on or off campus. Fighting that takes place off campus and
creates a safety concern on campus.
• We believe that when presented with a potential altercation
with another scholar, a scholar should: walk away or seek
adult assistance. Ignoring attempts at violence and/or
seeking an adult’s help are encouraged and rewarded;
fighting back is not the best option and will carry the same
penalties as those for any other individual involved in the
violence. When a scholar is involved with a fight (where
physical contact is made between two parties, including
pushing, incident reports will be collected, parents will be
notified, mediations will be scheduled and a return to
community plan will be developed. Scholars involved in a
fight may be out of the classroom for up to five school days.

Referral to RRC - Minimum 3-day
removal from classes. Required
parent meeting. Required peer
mediation and restorative practices.
If repeat or severe offense, scholar
may be assigned out of school
suspension.

Weapons

• Carrying or possessing a weapon on campus or a
school-related function. This includes firearms, knives or any
instrument that is used (or which is intended to be used) to
harm another individual. This also includes look-a-like
weapons and something intended for other purposes but
used as a weapon.

Referral to RRC - Minimum 5-day
removal from classes. Corrective
action determined based on
investigation of circumstances. Out
of school suspension may be
assigned for up to five school days.
Police may be notified and
expulsion may be filed.

• Possessing, distributing, selling, giving, or loaning any
controlled dangerous substance governed by the Uniform
Controlled Dangerous Substances Law (including
over-the-counter prescription medications).

Referral to RRC- Minimum 5-day
removal from classes. Required
parent meeting. Required
drug/alcohol counseling.
Recommendation for conference or
expulsion hearing depending on
circumstances. Police may be
notified.

Drugs

Please note that DPA reserves the right to:
● Involve outside agencies as necessary, including CFSA, a drug rehabilitation facility, etc.;
● Involve MPD for infractions that pose a serious and immediate threat to school safety as indicated
below; and,
● Take disciplinary action against scholars who are present during and witness to any of the below
infractions if they do not cooperate with school administration during the course of investigation.
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THE FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT
Education records are considered confidential documents protected by the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA), a federal law designed to protect the privacy of, and provide access to,
scholar education records. FERPA gives parents, legal guardians and scholars age 18 and older certain
rights with respect to their education records, including, but not limited to:
● The right to inspect and review education records within 45 days
● The right to seek to amend education records
● The right to have some control over the disclosure of information from education records
Education Records
Education records are defined as those records that contain information directly related to a scholar and
which are maintained by an educational agency or institution or by a party acting for the agency or
institution. Local education agencies (LEAs) are the main custodians of these records, not OSSE.
Education records include (but may not be limited to):
● For schools and LEAs – enrollment, grades, class schedule, assessment scores, academic
standing, academic transcripts, and special education records
● For OSSE – enrollment, assessment scores, and special education records
Eligible Requesters
The law gives parents, legal guardians, and scholars age 18 and older the right to access the education
records within 45 days, upon request for themselves or for a third party, such as an attorney. OSSE does
not release education records without written and signed consent, consistent with FERPA.
Request Process
FERPA applies to public schools, LEAs, juvenile justice educational programs and state education
agencies. As LEAs are the official, comprehensive source of scholar information, requests for scholar
records should first be directed to the scholar’s LEA:
● If the scholar attends a school that is part of District of Columbia Public Schools (DCPS) (or
attended a DCPS school that is now closed), request scholar records.
● If the scholar attends an open District of Columbia public charter school, information about on
how to access scholar records.
● If the scholar attended a District of Columbia public charter school that is no longer in operation,
information about how to access scholar records is available by calling (202) 328-2660 or
emailing dcpublic@dcpcsb.org.
In the event a requester is unable to obtain the record(s) requested from the LEA, after the 45th day, the
requester may reach out to OSSE by completing the following steps:
● Submit a request, via email, along with a completed and signed Education Records Disclosure
Authorization Form and documentation that shows when and to whom the requests were made of
the LEA, to Yvonne Huelcher at Yvonne.Huelcher@dc.gov.
● Upon receipt, OSSE will review requests and process them in accordance with the guidance set
forth under FERPA.
For additional information on FERPA, please visit the US Department of Education’s website. For any
questions related to OSSE’s process, please contact Yvonne Huelcher at Yvonne.Huelcher@dc.gov.
Education Records Amendment Request Form
Parents and guardians of scholars who are minors and scholars who have reached the age of 18 or who
are attending a postsecondary institution at any age may request an amendment to education records
that may be inaccurate, misleading or in violation of a scholar’s privacy rights. This form permits a parent,
guardian or adult scholar to request the amendment or removal of specific education records held by the
Office of the State Superintendent of Education.
Access the Education Records Amendment Request Form
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NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY
DPA is committed to ensuring that all of its employees act in conformity with federal and District of
Columbia non-discrimination laws, including Titles IV and VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title II of the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, the Age Discrimination Act of
1975, and the District of Columbia Human Rights Act of 1977.
Accordingly, DPA provides educational opportunities without regard to, and does not discriminate on the
basis of actual or perceived race, color, religion, national origin, sex (including sexual harassment, and
discrimination based on pregnancy, childbirth, related medical conditions, breastfeeding, and reproductive
health decisions), age, marital status, personal appearance (including body type/size), sexual orientation,
gender identity or expression, familial status, family responsibilities, matriculation, political affiliation,
genetic information, disability, source of income, status as a victim of an intrafamily offense, place of
residence or business, or credit information.
Employees found to have engaged in prohibited discrimination will be subject to disciplinary action.
PROHIBITED HARASSMENT
Harassment is a form of discrimination.
● Prohibited harassment includes:
○ Any unwelcome physical, verbal, nonverbal, or electronic conduct
○ Based on an individual’s actual or perceived race, color, religion, national origin, sex
(including sexual harassment, and discrimination based on pregnancy, childbirth, related
medical conditions, breastfeeding, and reproductive health decisions), age, marital
status, personal appearance (including body type/size), sexual orientation, gender
identity or expression, familial status, family responsibilities, matriculation, political
affiliation, genetic information, disability, source of income, status as a victim of an
intrafamily offense, place of residence or business, or credit information
■ That is so severe, persistent, or pervasive that it adversely affects a scholar’s
ability to participate in or benefit from an educational program or activity (e.g.,
greater difficulty concentrating or studying, fear of going to class, lower grades,
skipping a class or activity to avoid a harasser).
● Prohibited sexual harassment of a scholar by another scholar includes unwelcome sexual
advances; requests for sexual favors; sexually motivated physical, verbal, or nonverbal conduct;
or other conduct or communication (including electronic communication) of a sexual nature that
adversely affects the scholar in the ways set forth above.
● Prohibited dating violence against one scholar by another scholar includes abusive or coercive
behavior where a dating partner uses threats of, or actually uses physical, emotional, economic,
technological, or sexual abuse to exert power or control over a current or former dating partner.
● Prohibited sexual harassment of a scholar by a school employee includes both welcome AND
unwelcome sexual advances; requests for sexual favors; sexually motivated physical, verbal, or
nonverbal conduct; or other conduct or communication (including electronic communication) of a
sexual nature.
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A hostile work environment exists if the harassment is sufficiently serious that it denies or limits the
complainant’s ability to participate in or benefit from the school’s program (e.g., skipping class, dropping
out of an activity, having trouble concentrating in class).
Employees or scholars found to have engaged in prohibited harassment will be subject to disciplinary
action. DPA will not assist individuals who we know or have a probable cause to believe engaged in
prohibited harassment with finding employment, except as required by law.
PROHIBITION AGAINST RETALIATION
Retaliation includes any adverse action taken against an individual because they reported discrimination,
provided information about an act of discrimination, or witnessed an act of discrimination. DPA prohibits
retaliation against any individual who has made a complaint pursuant to this policy in good faith, assisted
in an investigation, or otherwise exercised rights protected by law. DPA also prohibits taking any adverse
action against an individual based on an unsubstantiated allegation or rumor of harassment.
REPORTING PROCEDURES
Any individual, including a scholar, parent/guardian, or visitor, who believes conduct that violates this
policy has occurred should report the alleged acts pursuant to our Complaint Policy. Individuals should
report potential violations of this policy to a teacher, counselor, Principal, or Director of Finance and
Operations. A school employee who receives a report of harassment or who should reasonably know
about an incident of harassment shall notify the Director of Finance and Operations and CEO
immediately.
The U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) prohibits DPA from discrimination on
the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. To file a complaint alleging discrimination
with OCR, contact OCR at:
Mail: Office for Civil Rights, District of Columbia Office
Attention: Director U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20202
Fax: (202) 453-6021
Web: www.ed.gov.ocr/complaintprocess.html
For more information, please contact OCR at:
(202) 453-6020 (voice);
800-877-8339 (TDD); or
ocr.dc@ed.gov
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GRIEVANCE/BOARD COMPLAINT POLICY
Non-Discrimination Policy: D
 igital Pioneers Academy provides educational opportunities without regard
to race, creed, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, marital
status, disability or physical ability. Additionally, DPA prohibits discrimination based on race, creed, color,
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, marital status, disability, or age
in any matters involving its scholars, staff, programming, service providers, or families. This policy is
governed by the Governance Board for DPA. Any questions regarding the regulation of or administration
of school policies should be submitted to the DPA Principal.
Grievance Policy: A
 ny scholar, parent/guardian, employee or employment applicant who feels that
he/she has been discriminated against on the basis of race, creed, color, age, national origin, religion,
gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, marital status, disability, or physical ability may
discuss and/or file a grievance with the school’s Principal or Chair of the Board of Directors. Reporting
should be submitted in writing within 40 calendar days of the alleged discrimination.
Members of the Board of Directors designated to receive grievance complaints. The board can be
reached at:
Board of Trustees, Digital Pioneers Academy
board@digitalpioneersacademy.org
709 12th St. SE
Washington, D.C., 20003
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OPEN MEETINGS POLICY
DPA’s Board of Directors is a diverse and passionate group of partners, investors, parents, teachers, and
staff members who share a common vision of improving life outcomes for the next generation of
innovators. Board members serve as trusted advisors to DPA’s leadership team and maintain important
financial and administrative oversight of the organization.
DPA commits to publishing on DPA’s Public Information Page:
● The names of DPA’s Board of Directors
● Contact information for DPA’s Board Chair
● Approved board meeting minutes
● DPA’s annual board meeting schedule
Further, DPA commits to meeting with DPA scholars, parents and staff to address any proposed campus
closure, location change, or charter relinquishment.
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